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Hi Paul- as discussed, these came out of my meet with Niketa. I also have some for Lindsay and Finance but will do those on a separate
mail and cc you.
1.

Is the assumption that the same payments process will be used i.e. going via SUN in Ofgem Finance (I am mailing Sohail on

this too to see if there would be any different requirements if we add NI as presumably it would/might be a different bank
account?!)?
2.

Is the plan to match the GB Phase 2 Regs amendments? If so, would this be from the start of Ofgem administering the NI

scheme, or from when the GB Regs amendments and system changes come in (Jan -April next year? This is pretty crucial.
3.

Do they have MCS in NI? If not, what?

4.

Do they want to collect data on Sustainability (see 2 above - this is coming in next year for GB but won’t have a payment

impact till the year after)?
5.

What are their intentions for Preliminary Accred? Just participants > lmWth? Or all participants (Phase 2 GB will open this up

to all technologies but with capacity criteria I think - do we need to follow the same now or wait?)
6.

Is the intention to use the CRM application for NI? (I will ask Lindsay this too).

7.

Is there any NI specific branding? I am hoping not. I don’t think we have anything saying "GB!" on the current system.

8.

Deep geothermal and bioliqiuids - are these new or existing technology types? (I will also ask Lindsay re this - I don’t think

GB have the latter but it was referred to in the NI Feasibility study).
Thanks in advance
Sophie .~ubb
IT Liaison Manager (RHI)
New Scheme Development
9 Millbank
London
SW1P 3GE
Tel: 0207 90:[ :[803
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